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Chapter

I

Ifitroduct ion

The high school situation in Oregon while not differIng greatly from

that £ouiad in some other states with

Sparsely populated areas, nevertheless present oharaoteristic oonditions which are pertinent and significant.

The policy of the state department of education has been

rather 11ber1 in regard to the organization and administration of small schools, especially those in outlying districts,

barriers.

isolated by poor roads or geographic

The lower requirements have made it possible

for many commanities to provide, locally, high school

opportunities for their boys and girls.

Although con-

solidatlon has been recommended, rather urgently, there
have been but few responses thus far.

The formation of

the Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher Schools

has given additional impetus to the movenent and encouraged
the adoption of higher standards by many schools.

This survey of science teaching in the high schools
of Oregon haB not been made because it presents problems
that are any more acute than those of other departments,
but only In realization of the fact that any constructive

attack upon the major problems of any group of teachers

must be based upon a knowledge of existing conditions.

While venous phases of the secondary system of the state
have been studied, there has been no extensive and recent

survey of the administration of high school science, and

2

little attempt has been made to evaluate current praotices.

Purpose
This study has been made and presented with the hope
that lt m

throw light on the following problems of the

science teachers:
1. ¶hat

subjects outside of his field is the science tea-

cher called upon to teach?
2.

V'hat

percent of the science teachers are trained In

Oregon institutions?
3.

To what extent is their training

in line with their

present teaching assignments?
4.

Are the factors of tenure and salary in this field satIsfac tory?

5.

To what extent,

if any, should the college requirements

for science teaching tend to produce specialists?
It

IB hoped that

the material presented in answering these

questions will provide a source of information for students
of educational administration, for prospective science tea-

chers In this state, and for teacher-training institutions.

Procedure
The necessary information was obtained directly from:
1.

The Oregon School Directory for 1932-33.

2.

The permanent records on file in the registrars' offIo

of the various institutions in which the science tea-

3

chers received their training.
3.

The records in the office of the State Superintendent
of Publie Instruction at Salem.

The data in the latter case were taken from principals'

reports made to the state of±ice in October 1932.
It

would seem that information obtained aS listed in

the preceding paragraph should be more reliable and com-

plete than if it were obtìined from the individual teachers
nd schools by the questionnaire method.

Considered in this study are 227 teachers of biologica].

and physloal sciences who received their training at

the University of Oregon,

Oregon State College, Wlllaxnette

University, and Albany College.

Although this group does

not include any teachers from institutions
gon,

outside of Ore-

or even those from all the Institutions oÍ Oregon it-

self, the number is sufficiently large and representative
that conclusions regarding science teaching In this state

should be valid.

Those for whom complete data were not

available, have not been included.

Although mathematics is one of the exact sciences,
teachers of this subject have not been considered as
science teachers.

Physical science as used includes Chem-

Istry, physics, and geology.

Biological science includes

biology, entomology, bacteriology, and zoology.
For each teacher, the following information has been

assembled:
1.

Institution, year of graduation, and degree.

2. Iiajor

coarse followed in college, or Department in

the degree was granted.
3.

Sex.

4.

Years in present position.

5.

Salary.

6.

Enrolment of

7.

Science courses taken in

8.

Science courses taken in college, and the number of

school

where teaching.

high school.

hours earned in each.
9.

Subjects being taught in high school.

which

Chapter II
General Considerations
The secondary school system of Oregon is a product
the last three decades, and it was

legal machinery
completed.

or the operation o

riot

o

until 1915 that the

secondary schools was

These legal provisions have not been restric-

tive, and the State Department of Education has formulated

minimum requirements which have permitted the accrediting
of many one,

two, and three teacher schools for four years

The material in this chapter le presented to show

of work.

the extent of this characteristic development of small high

schools, and to describe factors, such as tenure and salary,

which affect the conditions and quality of service of the
science teachers in this state.
Of the 265 standard high schools of the state, listed

over one-half still

in the official Oregon School Directory,

have staffs of three teachers or less.
in Table

I

(page 6)

The classification

shows the importance of these smaller

schools numerically for the current year, and In comparison

with the numbers for 1929.

The decrease of sixteen in one

and two-teacher schools during this three year period, and
the Increase of twelve in the three-teacher schools, shows
a trend

in the right direction, and it

is

hoped that this

period of depression will speed up the movement.

This con-

dition, as will be shown later, has a very Important bearing on the problem of the

science teachers.

Included in this survey are 227 science teachers, 69
or 30% of which are women. The percentage of women varies

with school size, being

in schools of 61 to 125 enrolment, and 37% in those of 126 to 400 enroirLent. This
presents quite a contrast to the situation as reported in
the last federal census, wherein 6% of all the publio
high school teachers of the United States were women.
The variation shown above is rather large, and does not

itself readily

lend

24%

to a satisfactory explanation.

though science may popularly be considered a

should find

women

Al-

field for

men,

discouragement in the condition as

rio

shown.

Table I

Classification of the

High Schools of Oregon According to

the Number of Teachers Employed
Niin'ber

of

teachers

umbeo

schools

PeTreent
(1932)

in

1932 and

in 1929.

Nimber of
schools (1929J

erot

1

28

10.5

38

14

2

57

21.5

63

23

3

50

19.0

38

14

4

46

17.0

47

17.5

84

32.0

85

5

or more

Total
Read

265

100.

tab1ethus: In l932there

271
were 28

-

31.5

100.

one-teacher high

as
schools which represented io.s% of the total number,
compared with 38 such schools, or 14% of the total number
in 1929.
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Io one will question the statement that conditions
confronting a science teacher in a small school are quite

different

from those found in the large schools.

itate

clarify comparisons at 'various points, the

and

To

facil-

choo1s concerned have been grouped acoorairig to the en-

rolment reported to the Stete Department of Education, October 1932, and each group designated by a letter, as
shown

in the following table:
Table

High Schools of

this Study

II

Grouped on Basis of Enrolment

and the Number of Teachers from Each Group, being Studied

roup

of

Irumber

zirolment

Schools

Nurñber

of Teachers

in this Study

A

l-60

57

58

B

61-125

59

66

0

126-400

39

61

D

400 or more

20

42

Total

175

22?

Read

teachers of this study are teaching
high schools, with enrolment less than 60 and

table thus:

58

science In 57
designated as Group
This grouping

will

A.

be observed In the following

of this study whenever

lt is

deemed

divisions are entirely arbitrary

necessary.

tabulations
The group

and have been so chosen in

order to provide a more satisfactory distribution of the
number of teachers in each group. The reader will note

that the "number of schools" refers, not to the total in
the State, but to the number under consideration in this

study.
Tenu.re

Brief tenure has long been considered by educators
as having a negative effect upon school efficiency and is

therefore a factor that must be included in this survey.
This condition, as lt pertains to science teachers,

shown in Table III (page

Reading from Table III,

9)

it

Is

and in Table IV (page 10).
Is

observed that 27% of the

group are in their first year of service in their present positions.

At first

thought

tills

percentage may seem

high, but upon oomparlson with studies made by others the

situation Is not so discouraging.
Cole,

RiD.

Cole found that 42%

"High School Teaching Population of North
Dakota." U. of NQrth Dakota 1929.

of the 635 teachers In North Dakota were new to their

positions.

Another study, by Stetson, reported that 37%

Ztetsorì, F. L.

1'The Organization and
Standard High Schools."

gon.

dministraUon of
University of Ore-

Vol. 2. No. 7_

of all the teachers In Oregon in 1928-29 were In their

first year of service.

Brief tenure,

(Table IV),

is

definitely a character-

istic of the smaller schools, and these results corres-

9

The mean tenure in-

pond with the findings of Stetson.

creases from 2.5 years for schools in Group A
ment up to 60)

to 5.6 years for those

-

(enrol-

in Group D -

(en-

rolment of 400 or more) while the mean for all groups
is 3.4 years.

The tenure for women teachers is less than

that for men in all groups, with the greatest difference

appearing in schools of Group B

-

(enrolment 61-125).

Table III

Science Teachers Remaining in Present Position
for Indicated Number of Years
No. of Cases
Years in
Pres. Position Men Women

Men

Women

Total
Number
%

26

32

62

2?

18

18

26

4?

21

29

13

18

19

42

18.5

4

17

6

11

9

23

10

5-6

24

5

15

7

29

13

7-10

1].

3

7

4

14

6

li-15

8

2

5

3

10

4.5

Total

158

69

100

100

227

1

40

2

29

3

100

40 men and 22 women or 26 of the men
Read table thus:
and 32% of the women are in their first year of service,
or a total of 62 men and women or 27% of the entire group.

Data relative to the total experience of the various
teachers are not available, but an interesting situation

lo

is disclosed

by classifying them according

of graduation.

It

is thu.e found

the year

to

that 54% of the science

teachers are graduates from the classes of the past four
years.
1930,

The largest number, or 18%
and 2.3%,

and

9%,

finished

college in

are from the classes of 193]. and

Only 12% graduated prior to 1922.

1932, respectIvely.

Table IV

Tenure of Men and of Women In Relation to School Size
All

Group

Number of Women
"

Tota].

"

Men

Number Cases

Mean Tenure Women
n

t,

"

B

C

D

17

18

23

1].

69

41

49

37

31

158

58

67

60

42

227

2.0 yrs 1.6

'

Men & Women

Groups

A

n. n

ii

2.5

"

H

33

'zo

'z

2.8

3.4

5.3

2.9

r,

'z

.

3.4

5.6

Read table thus:
Prom schools in Group A there are 17
The mean tenure Is
women and 41 men or a total of 58.
2.0 years for women, 217 years for men, and 2.5 years for
men and women In this group.
Salary
The followers of any vocation are concerned about its

monetary returns, and teachers are no exception.

The

ini-

portance of this phase Is often over-emphasized, but In
the public mind,

is

closely associated with success.

At

this time of economic depression and readjustment, a dis-

cussion of such i.atters may seem unjustified.

Teachers'

salaries are being drastloally reduced everywhere, and
evidently no stnÔard policy, or guiding principle is being observed

by

the various school

is, of course, beyond the

boards.

Phis

condition

control of teachers, or teacher-

training institutions, but is of interest, and hence is
included In this report.
Table V

Salaries of Science Teachers In Relation to School Size
Group

B

O

D

24

42

47

40

153

900

810

900

1090

810

Median

1080

1080

1198

1395

1200

Maximum

1440*

1340

1800

2160

2160

]o. of Cases

Linimum

A

:_

4.

-

A]1 Groups

-

-=-

The next 1.west case is 2255, and then median
v:ou.1ò be
1067 for Group A.

Read table thus:
The salaries of 24 science teachers of
Group A range from 900 to l440, with a median of
080.
In compiling

Table V,

only those teachers were In-

cluded whose principal duty was clearly shown to be class-

room

Instruction.

All

those listed as principals, ath-

letlo coaches, or Smith-Hughes teachers, have been

omit-

ted, as their saicries were determined on the baeis of
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their

special

tion. This

assignments, rather than science inetru.o-

sanie classification has been observed in

Table VI, and Table VII (page 13).

There is a fairly

definite rise in the median and rniaximum salaries, with
increase In school enrolment.

In group A -

(enrolment

ap to 60), by eliminating the one highest salary, the

median is reduced from
from

l440 to

l255.

1080 to

1067, and the maximum

Heads of Science Departments

re-

ceive salaries ranging from

1791 to

only In schools of Group D

(enrolment of 400 or more).

-

2l60, and are found

Table VI

Salaries in Comparison with Tenure
Years in
Present Position

Io, of

Cases

lclinimu.m

Iaximum

1edIan

1.

40

810

1440

1090

2

32

900

1440

1125

3

27

900

1500

1180

4

18

1012

1600

1317

5

9

15

1800

1377

6

11

1245

1750

1309

7-10

8

900

2120

1295

li-15

8

111'?

2160

1576

Read table thus:
The salaries of 40 science teachers in
their first year of service, range from 8l0 to l440 with
the median at
1090.
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As shown In Table VI,

from
1].

1O9O for beginning teachers to

to

15 years of

servoe

cept for those with
is

the median salary increases

6

15?6 for those with

In their respective schools.

to 10 years of service,

constant and significant.

the

Ex-

increase

The maximum salary also shows

a fairly definite increase with length of tenare.

It

should be of interest to note the case of one teacher who
is serving her ninth

ceiving only

year in the same position, and reNo teacher was

9O0.

found with

a tenu.re

In

excess of 15 years.
Table VII

Salaries in Relation to Total Hou.rs
of Science Preparation
Hours

Less than 20

No.

of Oases

Minimum

Maximum

Median

38

900

1800

1134

20 - 35

32

810

1680

1160

36 - 4?

28

945

2160

1130

48 -

32

900

1920

1144

23

900

2120

1215

7].

72 or more

Read table thus;
Salaries of 38 teachers with less than
20 hours of science range from 900 to
1800, with a
median of 1134, etc.

Table VII has been
tion,

1i

compiled to

any, exists between salary

determine what rela-

and preparation.

14
Does the soiencc teacher with 72 term hours
to his

of science

credit, receive greater monetary returns than one

with less than 20 hours?
relation

found to exist.

is

Ridgeway,

A slight but not significant

C.

W.

Ridgeway, in a study of

À Comparative Study of the Training
and Teaching Combinations of Kansas
Studies in Education
School Teachers."
Kansas State Teachers College. 0ot.191
"

L o.

Kansas high sChool teachers for 1930-31 reported the

medien salary for science instructors as being

1708,

and that this ranked fourth in e comparison of salaries

in the different teaching fields in

that state.

His

median, for Kansas, was mach greater than the median of
1200 for Oregon, found In this study.

This large dif-

ference may be accounted for In two ways:
(1)

by the higher salary schedule in that state.

(2)

by the drastic salary reductions that have occurred

during the two years that have elapsed since the Kansas

study was made.

Stetson in 1928-29, stated that the med-

Stetson, P. L. Op oit.

Ian salary

br

(page 283)

all full time teachers in Oregon was

1373.

Attention is called to two cases, each handling the

15

major portion of the science classes in his respective
school, where one teacher with 86 hours of science pre-

paration, receives

with but

9

a

salary of only *900, while the other,

hours of science preparation,

receives

l80O.

These are extreme oases, but are significant in showing
the lack of any standard policy regarding the salaries

of science teachers in this state.

Chapter III
Teaching Combinations
Iníormation as to

t'ne

common teaching combinations

existing In this state for teachers of science shou.ld be
o

special import&nce to prospective teachers, and to

teacher-training Institutions as well as to school execu.tives.
occu.,r

Does the combination

o

science and mathematics

more irequ.ently than that of science and social

science, or science and history, in the programs of Ore-

gen high schools?

Are the combinations selected in one's

academic preparation orten fou.nd later in one's teaching

experience?

Su.ch

qaestione deserve answers other than

those based on personal opinions, and the claims

o

some

instru.ctors for their favorite su.bjeot combinations.

Since most inexperienced teachers find their first positions in the smaller schools, of which there are many in
Oregon, it is logical to assume that a science teacher
is more likely to find

lt

necessary to handle a combina-

tion of other su.bects with science,

than to teach science

alone.
In Table VIII (page 17)

is found a

classification of

the science teachers according to the number of teaching

fields in which they work.

Athletic training, coaching,

or other activities usually considered as extra-curricular,

were not included as teaching fields.

Of the total number

17

22.5% have science as their only teaching assignment.
Table VIII

Classification of Teachers .ocording
to

Number

of

Subject Fields
No. as found

Number

%

Teaching science alone

51

22.5

47

Teach!ng scince with i field

84

3?

8?

66

29

71

fields
fields
fields

17
9

4

Teaching science with 5 fields

O

O

22?

100

Teaching science with

2

Teaching science with 3
Teaching science with 4

Total
Read table thus:

by Stetson

7.5

Of the 227 teachers under

38

8

252

consideration,

51, or 22.5% are teaching science alone; 84 or 37% are

teaching science with other fields, etc.

Stetson, F. L. Op oit. Page 287

A study of 751 Kansas teachers, having at lest a minor in

science

showed that but ÌÖ% were teaching in that field

Ridgway, C. W. O

cit. Pages 15 and 25

Only, while 43% of all the teachers taught in just one
field.

This comparatively large per cent in the latter

Oase is accounted for by the fact that many of these are
teachers of commerce, home economics, industrial arts,
or vocational agricultu.re.
32%, 19%,

E.%

and i% of

al].

This same study found that
the high school teachers In

Kansas were teaching In two, tnree, four, and five fields
respectively.

Stetson reported a range of percentages

Stetson,

Op cit.

F.

L.

Page 287

very nearly identical to that reported for Kansas in his
study of all the teachers of Oregon for 1928-29.

Cole

Cole, R. D. Op oit.

in his study of the North Dakota teachers, found one-half

of all the combinations to be of three or four fields.

This Is a slightly different distribution to that shown
in Table VIII, where 36.5% of the

classification.

teachers are In this

In the last coliinn of Table VIII is 11e-.

ted the number of oases in which science occurs alone or

in combination as found by Stetson.

Stetson, F. L. Op cit. Page 287

The necessity for science

teachers

in Oregon to be

prepared in moro than one field is shown in another way in

the following table:

Table IX

Number Teaching the Indicated Number
of Science Classes

Number of Classes

Number of Cases

Per Cent

1

95

42

2

71

31

3

40

18

4

9

4

5

10

4.1

2

.9

6

____
Total

227

100

Read table thus: 95 or 42% of the science teachers
ducted one Ecience class.

con-

There are 95 teachers or 42% of the group who conduct bat

one

class, and 71 oaEes, or Zi% where but two science

classes

are

taught.

There are only ten cases where five

such classes are handled by the same teacher, and but two

cases reported

showing one teacher in charge of six

science classes.

value of this

It

would, of

discussion,

course, add much to the

were it possible to determine

the per cent of the time of the various teachers devoted
to science

instruction.

Sufficient data for this Is not

20

readily available.

The number and length of periods

varies greatly in the different schools, as does also the
time devoted by principals, coaches, etc., to their

special duties.

Thus, the per cent of the time of one

teacher devoted to two classes, for example, might greatly exceed
o

that devoted by another,

to

the same number of

lasses.
In the tabulations thus fer no distinction has been

made between the different sabeots in the science field.

Por tne following comparisons, it has seemed desirable to
observe these divIsions:

(1)

biological science, including

biology, zoology, botany and health.

physIcal science,

(2)

Including physics, chemistry and geology, and

genera].

(3)

se iene e.

Table X

Distribution of Those Teaching Only Science
Number Teaching

Biol. So.

Alone

Phys. Sc.

sen.

10

10

6

With biol. science only

-

7

7

With phys. science only

7

-

4

With gen.

7

4

-

science only

With both other sciences
Total teaching

'7

7

7

31

28

24

Sc.

Ten teachers are teaching biolOgloai
Bead table thus:
science alone, 7 are teaching biological science, with
physical science only. etc.

21

Table X includes only those teachers whose instruction
is

entirely in science subjects, and is

a

further divi-

sion of the 51 teachers listed in the first item of Table
VIII.

Biological science occurs most frequently as the

only science taught.

In Table XI Is found a similar

classification of all the teachers included In this study.
Table XI

Distribution of
Biol.
Nunìber teaching

As only science

phys.

only

Sc.

Nunber
50

With biol. se. only

ll Teachers of Science

-

Phys. Sc.

Number

%

in. Sc.

Number

%

37.5

28

41.3

56

41

-

12

17.5

53

38.7

10

7.3

12

9

With gen. se. only

53

40

10

14.7

-

-

With both other_se.

18

13.5

18

26.5

18

13

Total Teaching

-

133 100%

68 100

137

100%

Read table thus: Fifty teachers, or 37.5%, are teaching
biological science, as the only science, 12 or 9% are
teaching biological with physical science, etc.

Here, general science leads with
ly by biological sciences with

L

l7

cases, followed close-

oases.

Since general

science ranks lowest in Table X, it is evident that it is

more frequently taught in combination with sibjeots other
than science, than are either physical or biological
sciences.

Also, general science Is more commonly taught

22
in combination with biological sciences than with phys-

leal sciences.

Phyieal sciences

are more often found

combined with both general and biological sciences, than
it

is

with either alone.

Table XI

-

As a basis of comparison,

A is Included to show the situ.atlon as lt was

reported by Stetson in his study of 252 persons who were

Stetson,

P.

L.

Op cit. Page 290

in charge of one or more classes in science in 1928-29.

These findings as can be readily seen, picture a very

similar distribution to that shown in Table XI.
Table XI

A

-

(Stetson)

Distribution of All Teachers of Science
BlologIòaI
Science

Niys loal
Science

ceneraI
Science

71

35

57

With biol. science only

-

23

37

With phre. science only

23

-

19

With gen. science only

37

19

-

With two other sciences

12

12

12

143

89

125

Number Teaching
Alone

Total teaching

In Table XII is given the frequency with which the

various science subeets appear alone, or in combination

with other subjects as found In the teaching programs of

23

the science instructors

ander consideration in this tnesls.

This should be of special value In determining the academ-

io programs of
work in

prospective science teachers who plan to

Oregon.
Table XII

Frequency With Which Science Subjects Appear Alone and
in Combination with Other Sabj eats

requercof
Subject

Number teaching
each subject

Genera]. science

BIology

Subject

comb that Ion
with science

Social Sci rìces

137
93

79

Mathematics

71

Botany

4

Commerce

57

Zoology

5

English

37

Physics

48

Home Economics

19

Chemistry

33

Manual Arts

16

Health

49

language

12

Agriculture

_______

Non-Instructional Assignments
Athletics, physical education or coach

6

Number
85

Principal

58

Music

14

Public speaking

Miscellaneous

-

debate

3
5

The frequency of some non-Instructional duties is cl-

24
so given.

Data were not readily

va1lab1e or complete re-

gaDding such common assignments as study hail, class advisor, club sponsor, dramatics, etc., and have been
omitted.

It

was diÍficult

to distinguish among the duties

described as athletics, physical education, and coaching,
hence these are found listed as one group.

General science, with 13? oases, leads the list 88
the science subject being taught most

±requently.

The

one-semester subjects, botany, and zoology, have almost entirely given way to biology, a two-semester course, which
occurs 93 times.

Health, with 49 cases has replaced the

original one-semester course in physiology, and ranks third
in frequency.

Physics and chemistry come next in order,

with 48 and 33 oases respectively.

Physics is taught in

89% of the high schools of the north Central Association,
while general science and chemistry rank next in order

with 76% and 70% respectively.
The frequency with which the various su.bjeots

than science)

(other

occur with soience, should be of material

assistance in the selection of suitable minors to aocompany science majors.

Social science subjects occur 79

times, followed in order of frequency by mathematics,

commercial sabjeots, english, home economics, manual arts,
language, and agriculture.

Stetson's findings for Ore-

Stetson, P. L. Op cit. Page 288
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gon listed the above subects in the following order of

frequency with science:

social science, mathematics,

english, commerce, language, home economics, manual arts,
and agriculture.

The order of subjects for the Kansas
(1)

schools as reported by Ridgway was as follows:

mathe-

matics, social science, home economics, industrial arts,
(2)

agrlcu.ltuie, english, and commeroe.

(1)
(2)

A study of the

Ridgway, C. W.
Op cit. Page 1?
Anderson, E. W. "radu.ates & the Positions they Fill."
Ohio University - Bulletin Vol X.
No. 4.

Missouri high schools also reported mathematics first In

frequency and agreed, in this

particular, with the

Kansas

report.

With physical training or coaching occurring 85 times
it

is evident

that this activity mast not be overlooked

during the period of preparation for science teaching.
The Missouri study placed physical education as the com-

bination second in frequency, while Stetson's study gave
lt

fifth place.

Anderson, E. W. Op cit.
Stetson, F. L. Op cit. Page 288

To Lind 58 princIpals, or 25% of the entire group ander

discussion, teaching science is a rather significant fact,
and is Indicative of the somewhat unusual situation found
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in Oregon. However, this large number is not surprising
when one considers the many small high schools still existing. Of this total number of rrincipsls, 34, or 59%
are from schools with an enrolment of 60 or less, and
17 or 29 represent schools having 61 to 125 pupils enrolled. There is no case listed of & principal of the
largest high schools teaching science, and only one of
a vice principal. With over half of the high schools
having 4 teachers or

teachers
to have a

less, it is possible for science

are also interested in, administrative work
very good opportunity of finding employment In

who

both fields.
In the discussion of the

total frequency for

results in Table

the

each subject has been considered with-

oat reference to any other subject, or subjects that might
be on the program of

that particular teacher.

Thus, a

mathematics class has been recorded the same, whether in
a two

field,

or in a four

field

combination with science.

i the selection of other fields of preparation
the most common two and three subject combinations have
been determined as shown in Table XIII. Science with
mathematics ocou.rring 28 times, and science with social
science occurring 20 times, are the most outstanding twosubject combinations. Stetson's study reported the same
As

an aid

Stetson,

F. L.

Op

cit.

Page 289
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combinations.

The

three-sub4jeot

combinations spread over a

wider range, and in only a few cases, did one appear with
any significant frequency.

Science with mathematics and

social science, and science with mathematics and commerce
are the two most common three-subject combinations,

occur

9

times each.

cannot

It

b

and

argued that these com-

binations are logical or ideal but they are more reasonable than the many lesE frequent combinations which appear.

Table XIII

Two-eubeot Combinations and Their Frequency
of Occurrence
Comb that ions

Frequency

Science with mathematIcs

28

Science with social science

20

Science with commerce

13

Science with english

8

Three-eub,eot Combinations and Their
Frequency of Occurrence
Solence with mathematics and social science

9

Science with mathematics and commerce

9

Science with commerce and social science

8

Sciencewith english and social science

b

In the analysis of the data used in this study,

a

rather unusual situation wes discovered which is worthy
of some attention.

A case is noted of a one-teacher high

school with an enrolment of ten students offering a course
in general science to a class of one.

This is, of course,

an extreme example, and exists only in the small high

schools, but only very unusual conditions would ever justfy its occurrence. even there, and especially in an elemen-

tary science course, which is probably taken by all the

students.

This practice, by increasing the number of

classes, naturally tends to add to the number of teaching

fields per teacher, and detracts from the effectiveness
of the instruction.
It

is

quite impossible to tell from these summaries,

which subject predominates In any teacherts program.

An

individual teacher may be doing most of his teaching in
one or the other of the fields included in the combination.

Suggestions regarding the general practice might be found

by listing for each main field in the high school currioulum, the other subjects most frequently taught in

bination with it.

cena-

Although, this presentation may be the

basis of some conclusions regarding general trends in subject combinations,

not

conic

the final solution of the problem must

from representative practice.

It

will of neces-

sity include such steps as subject certilicatlon and the

development of standard programs.

Chapter IV

Preparation

Closely associated

with the matter of teaching

corn-

binations, is the relation existing between high school

teaching and college training, which is a very important
phase of this sabject.
qiently heard:

The following qxest1ons are fre-

Are the college gradu.ates working in high

schools teaching their major or minor subjects?

How many

of the teachers are gIven su.bjeot assignments in which

they are wholly without special training?

In this chapter

data relating to these questions will be discussed as it
pertains to the status of the science teachers in Oregon
high schools.

Only the courses listed in the various col-

lege records under the heading of science will be
in determining preparation.

Attention will first be di-

rected to the number of teachers and the institutions at

which they received their training.
There are in this state, as listed in the official

Oregon School Directory, 413 teachers

giving

time to in-

stru.ction in one or more classes of high school science.

0f this number, 81, or about 20% did not receive their

training in institutions of this state.
son showed that

in 1929,

Stetson, P. L. Op cit.

Oregon institutions.

81%

of

A study by Stet-

the teachers were from

Page 282

In the high schools of Portland,

30
5Q

of the science teachers were trained In out-of-state

institutions, while in the remaining schools of the state
(i.e.

not including Portland) only 15% were not trained at

Oregon Institutions.

There is evident a marked tendency

in most cases to employ science teacners from the college

nearest at hand, and lt is interesting to note that the
Iorthesst section of the state draws heavily from Institutions of Idaho and Eastern Vashington.

Table XIV, gives

the distribution according to their Alma Mater, and the

number from each institution included in this study.
Table XIV

Number of Science Teachers and Institutions
Where Training was Eeceived

Name of
Institution

No. teaching
Science In Ore.

.

Included

in this study

University of Oregon

11?

96

Oregon State College

95

88

Willamette UnIversity

3?

25

Pacific University

2?

0

Albany College

21

18

Linfield College

20

0

Reed College

9

0

Pacific College

6

0

81

0

413

22?

Out-of-State

Total

Those teachers who were transfers from other schools and

31

had taken su.ff'icient work here to complete the reqiire-

mente for their bachelor or master degrees have been considered as gradaates of Oregon Institutions.

If two

degrees were obtained from Oregon Institutions,

the school

giving the later degree was listed as the Alma Mater.
Table XV has been compiled to show what variation,
if any, existe in the total

(biological and physical)

science preparation of teachers from these four Oregon

colleges.
Table XV

Classification of Science Teachers According
to

College

Preparation and Alma Mater

Oregon Stufe
College

Hours

No.

O

1

1.].

Univ. of

Ore&on

VI11amette
University

Albany
College

Io.

1o.

%

No.

%

lO

10

0

0

0

0

1 - 19

29

33

15

16

3

12

4

22

20 - 29

15

17

10

lO

3

12

2

11

-

44

24

27.2

16

17

10

40

2

11

-

59

10

11.4

21

22

2

8

5

28

9

10.3

24

25

7

26

5

28

96

100

25

100

45

60 --

88

Total

loo

18 100

-

1 or 1.1% of the science teohers from
Read table thus:
O. S. C. had O hours of science preparation, 29 or 33%
had i - 19 hours, etc.
It

is

interesting to note that of the eleven teachers

listed with no science preparation beyond high school, ten

32
are ±rom the University

State College.

Oregon, and one

from Oregon

i

In the group with 45 or more hours,

University placee
mer ha

o

4,

and the State College 19.

the

The for-

41 grduates and the latter, 68 with i to 45 hours

of science training.

Until the year 1932-33, only lower

division work in science had been offered at Oregon St&te
College, and both the upper and lower divisions at the University of Oregon.

This fact seems to be

o

considerable

importance in accoanting for the difíerence just noted in
the science training of the graduates of these

two schools.

The numbers from Albany College and Ylillamette University
as listed in the vcrious groupings of Table XV, are too

small, in most cases, to be significant.

However, it

should be observed that approximately three fourths of
these have 30 or more hours to their credit, and that 28%

from each school have 60 or more hours, as comtared with
10% from Oregon State College, and 25% from the University

of Oregon.
Table XVI (page 33)

is

presented to show the dietri-

butlon of the teachers grouped according to school size,
and the hours of biological and of physical science earned
in college.

Each teacher is, of course, checked twice in

this table, since an entry is made for each of the two di-

visions of science courses.

10 noteworthy difference

exists in the number of teachers having a given number of

33

hours In either of the two science fields, except in the
first and last groupings.

There are 19 teachers with 60

or more hours of physical science,

and only 4 with that

amount of biological science, while 29 have no physical

science In their records, and 56 have no biological

ence

in their preparation.

sci-

The number with a given amount

of training in

physical

same number

hours In biological science, except in the

o

science exceeds those

with

the

column for 45-59 hours, where the latter exoeeds, 17 to 10.
By far the largest number Is found to have had
hours of work in either field.

1

-19

Taking 30 hours as an ar-

Table XVI

Distribution
and

Enrolment:
Hours
0

1 -

Biel.

in

ol'

Preparation In Term Hours,

Relation to School Size
61 - 125

60

Ph. Biol. Ph.

126

400

-

Biol. Ph.

400

-

Blol. Ph.

13

12

16

9

15

7

12

1

-

19

26

30

23

29

21

21

11

14

20 -

29

7

10

16

13

11

16

8

5

30 - 44

9

5

8

7

8

9

3

9

45-59

2

1

2

3

4

1

9

5

60--

1

2

1

1

9

58

60

66

44

43

Total

315
64

60

59

Read table thus:
In schools with enrolment of 1 to 60,
13 teachers had no preparation in biological science, 12
had none In hysica1 science, 26 had from 1 - 19 hours of
biological science, etc.
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bitrary requ.irement for a major, there are 22
group who could qualify as a major

in.

of the

biological science,

who could meet this requirement in physical

and 26

science.

Although there is in the larger schools an increase
In the number of cases with 45 or more hours, and a

de-

crease in the number with less than 20 hours, no signiiloant trend seems evident

training to school size.

iii

the relation of hours of

Assuming that a science posi-

tion in one of our large schools is better than one in
a small school there

is a

noticeable but slight tendency

for those with more training to secure the better places.

other view of the relation between special trainIng and present teaching Is obtained by a study of the

information regarding either the college majors or the
departnents granting the degrees of the vrIous teachers.
Over thirty different academic majors or courses were
found, and these have been combined and grouped as shown
in Table XVII

(Page 35).

Listed under the caption. of

applied science are those taking courses in agriculture,

engineering, domestic science, pharmacy and forestry.

Education includes those rajors listed as vocational educatlon and industrial arts education.

Literature, music,

philosophy and language majors are considered as being In
the liberal arts division.

But 43, or 19% of these

35

teachers received training in direct preparation for

science teaohing.

It

mast be remembered that many of

those listed ander aDplied science would naturally have

had

a

considerable amoint of training in pure

oience,

and thereby should satisfy any reasonable requirement
in that connection.

However, by including all of the

applied science majors, with the 43 science majors, there
would still be but 92, or 41% of the group working in a

field that is within the scope of their major academic

interests as shown by the type of courses taken in college.

Table XVII

Distribution of the Science Teachers on the
Basis of Their College Training

College Major

Lumber

Per Cent

52

23

49

22

Science

43

19

Liberal arts

19

8

Physical education

19

8

Social science

14

6

Commerce

12

5

8

4

11

5

22'7

100

Education
p1ied science

Mathematics
Unclassified
Total

36

A teacher

have earned a major in physical science

rray

and yet be wholly unprepared to handle a class in chemistry

provided these hours represent principally courses in physagain, one teaching general science may

ics or geology.

be unprepared even though he has a minor In

science,

arid

one

biological

in Chemistry, but has taken no work in

To analyze the problem more in detail, attention

physics.

will now be directed to the preparation these teachers
present in the different science subects they are now
teaching.

Twenty term hours of work In a given field will

constitute

a minor and thirty

terna

hours a major, as used

in this discussion.

Table XVIII

Number of Health and Biology Teachers With
Indicated Preparation
Hours of
Blol. Science

Biology
Health

60--

O

l-19

20-29

30-44

45-59

13

28

30

1?

10

4

7

22

10

7

3

0

13 teachers of biology had no preparation
Read table thus:
in biological science, 28 had froni 1 - 19 term hours, etc.

in biological
considered in Table

Health and biology are the two courses
science taught In high school that are
XVIII.

Botany and Zoology occur but four and five times

respectively.

0f the 102 biology teachers, 13

have

had

37
no preparation in biological science, 41 or 40% have

less

than 20 hours of preparation, and 71 or 70% have earned
less than 30.

There are 49 teachers conducting classes

in health and 29 or 60% of these have had less than a

minor (twenty hours)

in biological science.

The course in health, or health education, as it Is

listed in the Oregon high school coarse of study, has only

recently been made a two-semester coarse, and is designed
to include the Instruction In high school physiology,

for-.

merly given under that name, as a one-semester course.

Responsibility tor preparing leaders for this part of the
work Is definitely In the department of biological science,
since it is intended in this course, to give the student
a

knowledge of tne basic structure and functions of the

human body.

There is, however, another phase of this

coarse in health, that the state department of education
asks be given special emphasis.

This Is the development

of proper habits, activities and attitudes, or health be-

havior.

It

would seem that preparation for teaching much

of this second part of the course should be under the dir-

ection of the department of physical education, and will,
therefore, be given no farther consideration in this discus s ion

Naturally, a physics teacher, and a chemistry teacher
though they both

rk in the field of physical science,

should have received different science training In order

38
to conduct their respective

classes effectively.

There-

lore, in Table XIX, the preparation of the chemistry teachers has been listed under two headings: first, hours of

chemistry, and second, hours of physical soienoe in addition to chemistry.

In a similar manner, the training of

the teachers of physics is shown in Table XX (Page 39).

From a comparison of these tables, lt is evident that
physics teachers, as a group, are more poorly prepared in
the subject matter of their field than are

the chemistry

teachers.
Table XIX

Number of Chemistry Teachers With
Indicated Preparation

unemistry
Hours
No.

0

Per Cent

±nysioai science in
addition to chemistry.
No.
Per Cent

2

6

6

18

1-19

16

49

14

43

20-29
30-44

4

12

10

30

4

12

2

6

45-59

4

12

0

0

60 --

3

9

1

33

l00

33

Total

--

1OO

Read table thus:
2 or 6% of the chemistry teachers had no
training in chemistry. 6 or 18% had no training in physical science in addition to chemistry.
However, since 55% of the chemistry group, and 79% of the

39

physics group have less than a minor in their respective
fields, the situation is far from being satisfactory.
It should also be

noted that, while 33% of those teach-

ing chemistry have at least a mejor,

(

30 hours

12.5% of the physics Instructors present the
of training.

only

),

sanie

amount

Stetson reported that 62% of the chemistry

Stetson, F. L.

Op cit. Page 273

classes, as compared with

i%

of the physics classes, were

Table XX

iumber of Physics Teachers With
Indicated Preparation

Hours
o

Physical science ih
Physics
addition to Physics
No.
Per Cent
No.
Per Cent
16

33.3

l-19

22

46

29

4
5

20 -

30-44
45-59
60-Total

4

8.5

24

50

8.2

10

21

10.5

3

6

1

2

3

6

0

0

4

8.5

48

i00%

46

100%

Read table thus:
16 or 33.3% of the physics teachers had
no training in physics:
4 or e.S% had no training in
physical science in addition to physics.
taught by persons who claimed to be majors In their res-

peotive subjects.

There is thus a greater tendency to-

ward specialization and advanced work among chemistry
teachers

than

among physics teachers.

Selecting a

standard

for teaching Chemistry which

requires a minimum of 12 hou.rs of Chemistry and 9
of physics, there

would

hours

be but 57% of those teaching this

subject who could meet the requirements.
ard of twelve hours of Physics and

9

Using a stand-

hours of chemistry,

as the requirement for physics teachers, only 31% could

qualify.
An additional factor to be considered in the prepara-

tion of physical science teachers is that of mathematics.
It

is

in these courses, and, particularly In physics,

that the only significant application of mathematics is

found in high school, and a reasonable amount of this

training would be very valuable.

Iathematics goes hand

in hand with science, and is the fou.ndation for accuracy

in this field.

A check of the physics teachers in this

study reveals the fact that only 45% of them have had 12
or more hours of aollege mathematics, vthile 40% have had

no training at all in this field.

The preparation of the

chemistry teachers in this sthjeot is slightly better,
since si% of them have had 12 or more hours of mathematics,
and only 30% have had no training at all.

There is a minor consideration which adds to the desoriptioxi, and offers a basis of comparison.

An observation

41
of Table XXI discloses the faot that physics was studied
In high school by more of the science teachers than any

other science.

Although physics was much more popular

there than chemistry, only 55% continued lt in college,

while 84% took additional work in chemistry.

Evidently

the chemistry teachers did a better job, and developed
a keener Interest on the part of their students,

in that

subject than did any of the other science teachers.
Table XXI

Teachers Continuing College Work in Sciences
They Studied in nigh School
Subject

No. taking it
in high school

No. continuing
in college

Biology

73

49

67

Botany

55

31

51

Chemistry

71

60

84

123

69

55

Physics

General science

94

no

data

0f the 73 teachers who took biology in
Read table thus:
high school, 49 or 67% continued with biological science
In college.

These observations agree with the findings previously reported, namely:

that physics is taught more frequently

teachers
in high school than chemistry, and that chemistry
are better prepared than physics teachers.
It

is

perhaps unfortunate that the introductory

42

science

coar

ir

high school 8hoi1ò be known ae gefleral

science, or elementary Eoienoe.

Thie caption has caused

the course to be assigned frequently to sorne totally un-

prepared teacher, merely because he happened

to

have

a

vacant period, and the subject was considered so general
as to require

rio

special preparation.

"Ever since its in-

troduction, general science has had to make it
faoe of decided handicaps and difficulties.

way in the

There is no

subject in the high school curriculum which has so fre-

inadequately prepared or totally

qu.ently been assigned to

unprepared teachers."

First

Year
Curtis, P. D. Thirty
Society for Study

book of the National

of Education.

Table XXII

Number of General Science Teachers With
Indicated Preparation.
Hours

Biology
%

-

Chemictry
No.

Lo.

Psic

Geology

No.

%

35

26

5].

37

64

47

87

62

9

6

2

2

15

11

15

13

19

37

27

58

42

51

37

35

25

20-29

30

22

12

9

3

2

0

0

30 or more

26

19

14

10

4

3

0

0

0

1-5
6 -

100
137
100
137
100
137
100
bf the 17 science teachers, 3 or 26%
iead table thus:
took no courses l.a biological soiexAce, 5]. or 37% took no
chemistry, etc.

Total

137

43
The course is
it

is here

ueu1ly given during

the Freshman year, and

that the student's interest in the field of

science is either blighted, or aroused and developed.
is

It

therefore, especially important that the instructor of

back-

this beginning science course should present a broad

ground

oÍ'

work in et least three

sub1ieots:

Physics,

oheni-

istry, and biology.

With these statements in mind, the information given
in Table XXII

(page 42) will be more instructive.

It

deals with the science training received by the 13?

izi-

dividixals who are teaching classes In general science.

26,

of this number,

37%, 47% and 62

have taken no col-

lege courses in biology, chemistry, physio

respectively.

Again, there are only

have at least a minor,

(20 hours)

and physics,respeotively.

and geology,

4l, 19,

who

and b

in biology, chemistry,

The training these teachers

have received in biology is thus shown to be mach more

satisfactory than that received in either of the other
sciences.

It

is

followed in order of rank by ohemistry,

physics, and geology.
that 12

o

0±'

great significance is the fact

this group are attempting to teach genera].

science with no training in either biology, chemistry, or
physics.

Placing the minimum requirements for teaching

this coarse at 24 hours of science, including at least,
6

hours each of biology, chemistry, and

bysics,

it

is

found that but 33, or 24%, would be adequately prepared.

44
Or, placing the
In each of the

total at 36 hours, and requIring

9

hours

three sciences, which Is certainly not an

uzireasonable demand, there are but 1?

who could qualify

with their present training.
On the basis of the rather arbitrary and relatively

low standards that have been used to obtain a more concrete conception of the status of those teaching the varloas sciences In the high schools of this state,

it

has

been shown that 60% of the biology teachers, b7% of the
chemistry teachers, 31% of the physics teachers, and 24%
of the general science teachers possess adequate science

training for their respective subjects.

These facts re-

veal a critical point in the administration of high school
science instruction to which the attention of our edu-

oational leaders might well be directed.

Chapter V
Solerice Cuxricula, and Certification

In the analysis of the preparation received by the

yerbas science teacherB

in relation to the

ubjeots they

are teaching, no attempt haE been made to place the blame
for the large per cent £ou.nd to be withou.t satisfactory

training on the basis of the minimum standards that were
chosen.

It

is

a

situation that develops quite naturally

from these three conditions existing in this state:
(1)

The very large per cent of small high schools make it

necessary to assign too many subject

fields to each

Individual teacher.
(2)

The selection and placement of teachers Is too often
done on the basis of considerations other than previou.

(3)

training.

The high school teachers are Isau.ed a blanket certi-

floate by the State Department of Education, which

permits them, legally,

to

teach any subject which may

be assigned, regardless of training.
The teaoher-trinIng institutions, while not without

blame for the chaotic situation which exists with reference to teaching preparation, and later assignments, have,
it

would seem, provided rather satisfactory curricula for

those desirixg to enter science teaching.

tions have tended to

Their regula-

discourage specialization, and to make
45
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possible a tr1ning of considerable latitu.de In these
courses.

Little criticism could be made of the tr.ining

oÍ an Individual, who desiring to
oou.rses

ofered

in preparation Îor

teach phyeies takes the
this work.

On the

other hand, a rather said spectacle resuits In the oase 01
those persons who major, for example,

In forestry, or music

and then, unable to find suitable employment In their own

fields, turn to the classroom as a source of livelihood.
Not so extreme, but still serious,

is the

example of an

individual, thoroly prepared to teach social science and
commerce, who is elected to teach classes

1x1

ohemistry,

with no training beyond high school, in that subject.

The

training institutions cannot be ju.stly criticized for such

conditions as these, unless,

they are made responsible for

the guidance and proper placement of their graduates.

Klein reports that improper placement ranks third among the

Klein,

A.

J. "Survey of Land Grant Colleges & Universities'
Bui. Io. 9. U. S. Office of EducatIon. 1930

oauses of failure of college graduates in the teaching professlon.

"Teacher training institutions must cooperate with the

Stetson, F. L. Op cit.
state department
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in determining standard teaching combina-

4?

tions and must exercise more persona]. guidance in directIng the preparation of prospective teacners.t?

In an ad-

dress delivered to the Science Education Conference, F.
D.

Curtis, of the University of iliohigan made these re-

marks:
Curtis, P. D. "Program of Studies for Teachers of Science
1x1 Secondary Schools." Science Education;ov. 1930.
"VhIle we are not responsible for, and can do little
or nothing, perhaps to help the situation in which, for
example, a history major with no scientific training is
scheduled to teach courses In general science and biology,
we are responsible for, and should take steps at once to
eliminate the situation in which a science teacher linde
himself assigned to a branch of science in which he has
had no training whatever. We can and must i.nsu.re that
every beginning teacher whom we certify to teach any branch
of science will have had some acquaintance with every
branch of science which he is likely later to be called
upon to teach."
As an example

of the work demanded by our training

institutions in preparation for science teaching, attention is called to the educational norms recommended by
the Curriouluni Comxxiittee, and adopted by the School of

A major in biological

Solence at Oregon State College.

science represents 33 to 36 hours of work With courses in
each of the 4 life sciences,
tivee in this field.

and

9

to 12 hours of elec-

A minor norm of 24 hou-ra

in this de-

partment is the same as the major except there are no
electives.

The major norm in physical science includes

12 to 15 hours of chemIstry, 12 hours of physics,

and

9

to 12 hours of

physical science electives.

Here again

the minor diÍ'fers from the major only in that there are

A norm in both biological and physical

no electives.

science, or a minor norm in one field, and the survey
coarse in the other, is recommended as the minimum for

general science teachers.

These standards seem excel-

lent, and are higher than those used in the preceding

chapter to determine the per cent of science teachers
having adequate training.

Webb, H. A.

H. A. Webb, Professor of Chem-

"The Training of Science Teachers for Secondary Schools." Science Education- Nov. 1930.

istry Teaching at Peabody College, in making recommonda-

tiona to the Science Education Conference, sets 78 term

hours as the minimum amount of preparation.

This amount

would inclu.de work in each science field, and also method
courses.

F.

D.

Curtis, places the minimum training at 46

Curtis, P. D. Op cit.

semester hours of subject matter, 15 semester hours of educatioxa, and 13 semester hours of psychology and sociology.

To secure a broad background and to prepare for general

science teaching, he recommends 8 semester hours each of

chemistry, physics and biology and 3 semester hours each

of astronomy and geology. He also limits the amount of
advanced work in the same subject to 16 semester hours.
The wide disparity shown to exist between the teacher's major preparation, and the subjects taught le, in a
large measure, the result of such factors as these:
(1) The graduate is unable to secure a position teaching
In

field.
school officials

his

(2) Some

major

that personality is more
importait than specific training.
(3) Local pressare often secares the appointment of certain graduates regardless of their preparation.
(4) Sorne administrators feel that a college graduate should
be able to handle any high school subject.
Training institutions may adopt and put Into effect an
adequate program of teacher training, but since they have
little or no control over the above factors, lt is probable
that the assignment of teachers without regard as to their
specific preparation will continue until each time as the
state requirements definitely forbid it.
"There is a pressing need for adjustment between
theory and practice. Teachers' colleges now operate on
the assumption that specific sabjeot matter preparation
is a large factor in su.ccesfal teaching. On the other
hand practice seems to indicate that public school administra.tors consider the qualitative aspect of preparation
of

little

assume

importance."

Whitney and Milholland - "Relation of Subject Matter Preparation to Subjects Taught after raduat1on."
School and Soclety-.April 1933.
-
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Cert if bat ion
At present

there exists a wide variation in the re-

quirements of the variou.s states for the initial certifi-

Thirty-six states, incli.iding Oregon,

cation of teachers.

requ.lre degrees, and abou.t

one-half of them reqaire prac-

The reqairement in Edu.oation varies from

tice teaching.

zero to 36 term hoars.

California, with a reqairement of

one year beyond a degree, and Washington, where the same

regulation will soon be effective have the highest standards of all the states.

The real index of the efficiency of the various cer-

tification laws,

is

the type of certificate which is

may be said that this is one obstacle to im-

granted.

mediate Improvement in science teaching.

One half of the

states, Oregon included, issue blanket certificates.

practice

one

is

This

of the most deplorable features of state

certification, and tends to lower the standards of teaching.

Sorne

states, e.g. Michigan, which issue such certi-

ficates, require teachers to teach in the fields of major
or minor preparation.

In others, only recommendations are

made, but these may, in reality, be regarded as rules.

The more satisfactory plan would appear to be that

requiring a specified amount of work in a particular subject, or subject field in order to be certificated for

teaching lt.

To qualify as a general science teacher In

Maryland, for example, one must have had 36 term hours of

5].

science, with at least
and ohys1cs.

9

hours each of chemistry, biolcgy

Another example is that of physical science,

for which one mast have had 24 hours each of chemistry and

physics.

The requ.iremente change frequently, and these

oases are cited merely as examples of the

educational practice.

trend in present

The various associations of secon-

dary schools do much to improve standards, bat a large pro-

portion of the high schools are not included
lect groupings.

in

these se-

Chapter VI
Sammary and

Concinelons

In the present age, when everyone Is expeoted to

p086-

ese some knowledge of ecientifio facts and prinoiples,
there Is probably no group of teachers that Is charged with
a heavier responsibility than the science teacher in ou.r

schools. The administration of this Instraotiozi
should thereí'ore be as e±'±ective as possible. The chaotic
situation which has been presented regarding science teaching in this state raises a serious question as to the efficiency of the instruction being given. Tradition has a
strong Influence, and progress can be made bat slowly. The
problem is also a oomplex one, and naturally leads Into
8eCOfldEry

fields of educational philosophy. Although present
practices mast not be the absolute guide In planning teacher preparation, any attempt to formulate an adequate trainIng program must taie them into consideration.
A factor of major importance in the administration of
science teaching is the fact that over 5O of the high
schools of Oregon have 4 teachers or less. It is in these
smaller schools with lower salary schedules, and shorter
tenure, that the poorest teaching conditions are found. It
many

is here that the beginning teacher must start, and in so
doing, faces perhaps the most difficult situation of his entire teaching career. There are many distortions of logi52
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subject combinations, bit social science and mathematies are the subjeote that are moat often found cornbizied with Eoience. General science is tau.ght most £requ.ently, and is followed in order by biology, health,
physics and chemistry. Two-thirds of the science teachers are working in two- and three-field combinations.
Iear1y one-third of the group are assigned to physical
edu.oation, or coaching, while abou.t one-fourth are servca].

Ing as

principals. There

seems to be no

specialist,

place or the
his services.

as few high schools can u.se
The
recent tendency to cu.rtail expenses by eliminating a teacher and distribu.ting his load among the remaining teachers
has only added to the problem. The preparation o en-

tirely

too nany

o

the science teachers has not been in

line with their present teaching, and hence they are making no direct use oÎ their major training. In sorne oases
the

total hours of science

seems adequate,

bat the work

has been too highly specialized to meet the practical needs.
This Is especially trae of the teachers of general science.
The

preparation of

teachers ranks decidedly below
that of chemistry instructors. Those working in the biological sciences seem to have the best preparation. Although some of these offences against good educational
practice may care themselves in time, it is evident that
more

significant

physics

improvement

will result

from standard
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programs, a revised plan of certification, and more auth
oritative control by the state in the administration of

high schools.
On the basis of the material that has been presented,
these

su.ggestiorìs are

offered with the hope that they may

stimulate further thought and investigation, and
a worthwhile basis for any attempt

to

improve

serve as

the status

of science instruction.
(1)

azi

extensive program of consolidation should be in-

au.gurated

to reduce materially

the

number of small

schools.
(2)

To make impossible the many incongruous combinations

of teaching assignments, standard programe should be

prepared for the use of all types of schools.
(3)

This standardization of teaching combinations Is neoessary if the training institutions are to lind it

possible

to

íu.rnIsh specific preparation to prospec-

tive teachers.

(4) Those who employ teachers should make
in
(5)

radical

changes

their method of load assignment.

Courses In Physical education should be coordinated

with science training in providing adequate preparation for those teaching the coarse In health.
(6)

There must be a general recognition of the fact that

general science has a

major

place on the high school
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programs and that those teaching it require a broad
background of training in the

prixpal

branches of

science.
(7)

A new and more definite certification code should be

developed requiring specific subject preparation.
(8)

The requirements for initial certiÍicatiorì should be

raised to equal those of the adjoining states, Cal-

ifornia and Vlashington.
(9)

The State Department of Education should be given

greater authority In the administration of Its polioies In connection with the licensing of teachers

and high school supervision.
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